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        Date- 01-04-20 
I. Fill in the blanks with suitable prepositions : 

 
[ of, for, in, on, by, up, down, to, with, at ] 

 
1. She is afraid ___________ her mother. 

 
2. I went  the stairs. 

 
3. I get  early in the morning. 

 
4. She will go  us. 

 
5. Manish lives  Delhi. 

 
6. The book is  the shelf. 

 
7. They asked  money. 

 
8. She was scolded ___________ her teacher. 

 
9. Sunita is related  me. 
 

 
II. Complete these sentences : 

 
1. May I     

 

2. Will you please     
 

3. Excuse me I  ____________________ hurry. 
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      Sant Nirankari Public School 
             Avtar Enclave  
        English Worksheet-3 

   Class IV 
         Date- 05-4-20 

I. Write a or an to complete each sentence. 
1 Martin has 

2 Juile and Justin talked to 

blue and white tie. 

teacher about their project. 
 

3 She went to get  open bottle of sunscreen. 

4. Neal wrote  article for the school paper. 

5. They saw  camel by the river. 

II      Choose words from the list and complete the group. 
 

[ice-cream, umpire, medicine, honey, traffic light] 
 
1. sunny day,  cotton clothes, umbrella    

 

2. road,  traffic police,  zebra crossing     
 

3. cricket,  batsman, bowler     
 

4. hospital,  patient, nurse, doctor  _   
 

5. flowers,  honey  bees, bee-hives     
 

III      Punctuate and Rewrite these sentences : 
 

1. alice saw a white rabbit in the garden. 
 
 
 

2. rahimravi and raju are going to see the circus 
 
 

___________________________________________________________________



 

 

3. how are you mohan 
 
 
 

4. what is the colour of the sky 
 
 
 

IV. Underline the silent letters in these words : 
 
 

know walk talk Knife 

knitting watch write Knee 

condemn hour   
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               Avtar Enclave  
         English Worksheet-4 

    Class IV 
         Date- 07-4-20 

I.    Write the Plural of the following words. 
 

1. knife    

2. baby    

3. wife    

4. hurry    

5. city    

6. lady    

7. leaf    

8. class    

9. mango    

10. carry    
 

 
WORD PLAY 

 
II. Give one word for the following : 

 
1. A place where aeroplanes are kept 

 

2. A place where Hindus go to worship    
 

3. A place where you buy stamps, envelopes, etc.    



4. A place in your house where your vehicles are kept    
 

5. A place where scientific experiments are conducted    
I 
III. Make word families. One has been done for you : 

 

oot op at tch In 

b   o  o   t  h         b         bi           p         

sh           sh         br         ca           th         

l           m         ch         ha           sk         

c           t         m         ba           gr         

r           cr         p         sna           tiff         

h           dr         h         la           sp         
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